






Base Beauty Creative Agency 
Alles aus einer Hand -> Everything From A Single Source / Everything 
Under One Roof, A One-Stop Service 

In the heart of New York City located is a creative agency with 
impressive all-round service and yet the charming vibe of a small 
agency. Beauty Base Creative Agency was founded in 2007 by Jodi Katz. 
As an expert in beauty and wellness marketing, she inspires dialogues 
in her industry about beauty and more. - by Jana Sutherland 

BBCA is a women's powerhouse. All management positions are held by 
women and the agency has also successfully proven that a fully 
integrated marketing approach works. Strategy development, social 
media marketing, influencer campaigns, packaging design, 
advertising ... every expertise comes together here to support the 
growth of ambitious brands, whether for big names like Clinique and 
Conair, or indie brands and startups like Victorialand Beauty and Au 
Naturale Cosmetics. 

It's true - that's the slogan on your online presence - We do 
everything! And that has its reason. Jodi Katz started her own company 
about 14 years ago, with the obligation to offer her beauty and 
wellness customers a “one-stop” shop. Eye opener was the start of her 
professional career in a classic advertising agency that focused 
exclusively on TV advertisements. The rest of the marketing was 
carried out by various other partner agencies with different 
specializations. Only in her role as creative director for a French 
beauty brand L’Occitane did she learn how effective and necessary a 
holistic approach is in today's marketing landscape - with a strong 
core message that reaches all touchpoints and thus saves time and 
money. That is why Base Beauty develops everything that the consumer 
sees and touches. 
 
“Running an agency with this complete focus is not easy. It is a much 
more complex matter to lead a talented multidisciplinary team than to 
offer a service”, knows Jodi Katz,“ but it is worth it. Design 
Director Elisa Vitale adds: “There is a noticeable magic when people 
and i come together. Everyone has his or her role with us, but 
everyone is involved in the creative thought process, from account 
managers to interns. Every point of view is recognized, valued - and 
needed! ”Vitale is inspired how seemingly endless flexible Beauty can 
be and how much creativity it allows to happen. For the redesign of 
Soapwalla natural cosmetics, she describes her design process as a 
decision between evolution or revolution. Should design elements be 
retained, recognizable for the loyal customer base, or did the 10th 
anniversary allow a completely new approach? The latter was the right 
decision. With the establishment of clean beauty as mainstream over 
the past few years, it was possible to spare with some visual cues and 
convince with a new, minimalist packaging design. The owner's wish was 
also taken into account that the brand not be restricted to a specific 
gender, age or lifestyle. The new motto was now: "For all humans - For 
all humans". Jodi Katz’s goal is to work collaboratively with brands, 
to promote their development in the long term and to honor the vision 
of the founders. That includes offering her team the best possible 
working conditions. The balance of work and private life is important 
to her. 

Following the ideas of Aleni Mackarey (COO), last year she introduced 
a free day per month that every team member can use, for example to 
mentally recharge with a long weekend. We have our most successful 
partnerships with brands that want the same for their team. That is 
why respect comes first in the company's values. "We promote a 
partnership and avoid the tough competitive style of traditional 
agencies," explains the founder of Base Beauty. Part of this 
harmonious atmosphere is also… “our new office, which we moved into 
last year. 'Office of the future', she calls it. There are no 
traditional desks or filing cabinets. Everything was designed in such 
a way that it resembles a sun-drenched hotel lobby - with cozy niches 
and seating for a pleasant exchange with one another. 
 
Jodi Katz also initiates dialogues with passion through her podcast 
When Brains Meet Beauty®, which she launched in 2017. Here she has 
personal conversations with beauty experts and entrepreneurs, who 
exchange their experiences and industry news, or simply the 
fascinating stories that life writes. Jodi Katz likes her 
authenticity. It's refreshing how openly she writes in her blog about 
self-doubt, perfectionism and yes, also about disappointments that are 
part of everyday work. You can't make everyone happy, but you can 
always reflect on what fills your batteries, on the strengths of the 
agency and on the joy of work. She looks confidently into the future. 
“We have used the past months to further optimize our creative and 
strategic know-how in order to accelerate new projects with plenty of 
energy.” With no doubt, it will be exciting to see how Beauty Base 
Creative Agency will continue to shape the term beauty in the future.
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